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What is a CT Clinical Engine?

•  A powerful combination of software applications and  
scanner features – tailored to meet your clinical challenges

•  A solution that helps you get the most from your CT scanner

With a CT Clinical Engine, you can continuously enhance  
speed, workflow efficiency, and diagnostic information.  
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2014 Edition: Overview

How far can you get  
                      with your CT?
Year after year, the CT Clinical Engines advance your diagnostic possibilities, supporting  
you in better understanding diseases and in making the right treatment decisions faster. 
Now experience the next step with the 2014 Edition.

The CT Oncology Engine reliably delivers the clinical information you need. When you’re 
dealing with liver cancer, the 2014 Edition enables you to easily evaluate all therapeutic  
options. It provides you with reading tools to detect suspicious lesions in lung cancer  
patients and gives you a precise picture when analyzing hepatic AEF. Whether it’s surgery  
or follow-up assessment, the CT Oncology Engine allows you to combine all available infor-
mation into one holistic picture. This enables you to accurately assess tumor progression  
as well as your patient’s  response to therapy.
 
Driving progress through in-depth analysis.
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2014 Edition: What‘s the top innovation?

Comprehensive 

 liver  
      analysis* –
from diagnosis to  
  therapy planning 
and follow-up

*  syngo.CT Liver Analysis is pending 510(k) review,  
and is not yet commercially available in the U.S.
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syngo.CT Liver Analysis1,2 and syngo.CT Body Perfusion1

How can you reliably assess therapeutic options in liver 
cancer? How do you fulfill your surgeon’s request for 
detailed segmentation of the cancerous tissue in relation 
to the hepatic vascular tree? Without specialized applica-
tions, this can be a time-consuming and tedious task. 
syngo.CT Liver Analysis and syngo.CT Body Perfusion offer 
you dedicated functionality and tools for a comprehensive 
liver analysis.

syngo.CT Body Perfusion provides you with a detailed 
analysis of dynamic CT data. Especially in the follow-up of 
 state-of-the-art oncological therapy utilizing anti-angiogenic 
drugs, it allows you to assess changes of tumor viability 
before changes in tumor size are even visible.

When a decision is made for oncological surgery, it  
is crucial to know the size and location of the tumors 
beforehand. In addition, it is important to assess the 
amount of the resected liver tissue and to know about the 
vascularization of the affected liver segments. syngo.CT 
Liver Analysis provides you with preprocessed segmenta-
tion results. It offers intuitive workflow guidance for in-
depth analysis of vascular supply areas of the liver and  
lets you compare resected and residual liver volume.

In-depth insight in  
oncological liver diseases

1  This product is pending 510(k) review,  
and is not yet commercially available in the U.S.

2 Optional
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The SOMATOM Definition AS – a perfect fit for radio-
logical assessment in oncology, with up to 128 slices 
and a spatial resolution of 0.33 mm. In combination 
with SAFIRE – the raw data-based iterative recon-
struction – it offers superior imaging for diagnosis, 
tumor staging, and follow-up. Especially in oncological 
imaging, when numerous follow-up CT scans may need 
to be performed, it helps minimize X-ray exposure 
according to the ALARA principle.

Dynamic imaging has become an important dimension in 
CT in recent years. With the Adaptive 4D Spiral, the 
SOMATOM Definition AS offers body perfusion even 
beyond detector width – for detailed evaluation of tumor 
tissue of up to 14.4 cm.

The system also gives users full control in any plane with 
3D-guided interventions. With 3D guidance for minimally 
invasive procedures, the system makes tumor treatment 
and biopsy a safe and more efficient procedure.

When combined with Siemens’ oncological CT applications, 
the SOMATOM Definition AS is an ideal tool for facilitating 
state-of-the-art oncological imaging.

2014 Edition: What‘s the top innovation?
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Holistic oncological imaging
Spine CAD1 –  
computer-aided detection support for bone lesions 
syngo.CT Bone Reading2

How do you assess the complex bony structures that need 
to be examined in every routine chest and abdominal CT 
scan? syngo.CT Bone Reading offers you a new method 
that’s as simple as it’s effective: visualizing the bones 
“rolled” in a plain and easy-to-view way. Complex anato-
mies are adapted to your reading needs. And now you  
can even benefit from CAD (computer-aided detection) of 
lytic and blastic spinal lesions as second-reader support – 
integrated into our revolutionary bone reading application.

Mini Toolbar –  
speeding up lung CAD reading 
syngo.CT Lung CAD

Shouldn’t your reading environment back up your assess-
ment with supportive reading tools? Early detection of 
lung cancer is crucial for the patient’s outcome: No suspi-
cious lesion in the lung should be missed. syngo.CT Lung 
CAD provides all CAD (computer-aided detection) results 
in the Mini Toolbar – directly in the image segment, where 
you can easily review all potentially suspicious CAD-
marked lesions.

CAD points to suspicious spine lesions Mini Toolbar speeds up CAD review
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Your benefits at a glance

•  Profit from CAD second-reader support

•  Speed up your diagnostic reading – even in  
complex anatomies

•  Explore the full potential of your abdominal CT 
scans – for in-depth liver analysis

•  Increase your diagnostic performance by reading 
more from abdominal multiphase CT

AEF quantification –  
tap the full potential of abdominal CT 
syngo.CT Onco Function – Hepatic AEF2

Isn’t there the potential to read even more information 
from abdominal multiphase datasets? Utilize these CT scans 
for calculation and visualization of the hepatic Arterial 
Enhancement Fraction (AEF) and they’ll provide you with 
valuable information about the ratio of hepatic arterial 
perfusion to the total perfusion of the liver. Because the 
arterial perfusion of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is  
significantly higher than that of healthy liver parenchyma, 
your sensitivity and diagnostic performance can be 
increased – evidentially up to 17 percent.3 All this with  
no additional dose to the patient.

Quantifying AEF values

2014 Edition: What else is pathbreaking?

1 This functionality is not commercially available in the U.S.
2 Optional
3 Kim KW et al. Radiology. 2009, 250:425-434.



 

Get further – with our  
                       CT Oncology Engine   and optional applications

Automated segmentation and measurement of lesions 
syngo.CT Segmentation

Trending and tumor growth rate at a glance 
syngo.PET&CT Cross-Timepoint Evaluation

Visualization, comparison, and synchronized navigation of up to eight different time points 
syngo.PET&CT Onco Multi-Timepoint

Complete 2D/3D assessment in virtual colonography 
syngo.CT Colonography 
syngo.CT Colonography Advanced

Second-reader support – automatic detection of colon polyps 
syngo.CT Colonography – PEV
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Do you know the full potential of CT Oncology?

Get further – with our  
                       CT Oncology Engine   and optional applications

Assessment and therapy monitoring  
of lung parenchyma diseases 
syngo.CT Pulmo 3D1

Comprehensive PET segmentation and  
evaluation 
syngo.PET Segmentation1

Quantitative oncological assessment with 
Dual Energy 
syngo.CT DE Virtual Unenhanced1

Assessment of perfusion disturbances and  
perfusion changes in specific lesions 
syngo.CT Body Perfusion1

Planning liver surgery 
syngo.CT Liver Analysis1,2
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1 Optional
2  This product is pending 510(k) review, and  

is not yet commercially available in the U.S.
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In the event that upgrades require FDA approval,
Siemens cannot predict whether or when the FDA will
issue its approval. Therefore, if regulatory clearance
is obtained and is applicable to this package, it will be
made available according to the terms of this offer.

On account of certain regional limitations of sales
rights and service availability, we cannot guarantee
that all products included in this brochure are available
through the Siemens sales organization worldwide.
Availability and packaging may vary by country and are
subject to change without prior notice. Some/all of the
features and products described herein may not be
available in the United States.

The information in this document contains general
technical descriptions of specifications and options as
well as standard and optional features which do not
always have to be present in individual cases.

Siemens reserves the right to modify the design,
packaging, specifications, and options described herein
without prior notice. Please contact your local Siemens
sales representative for the most current information.

Note: Any technical data contained in this document
may vary within defined tolerances. Original images
always lose a certain amount of detail when reproduced.
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